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Dreams with Wings 

delight
in 

Kite is a symbol of having high aspirations and elevated vision. The RCIS-K Pre-Primary Wing
celebrated the Kite Flying activity with parents and children on the 18th of February 2022 at the

school grounds decorating the spring sky with beautiful and colourful kites.  The cerulean sky with
soaring kits captured a picture perfect moment for our memories.

The little master chefs from Classes II
and III of RCIS-K displayed their

culinary creativity in the form of Cake
Decoration conducted on 8th and 9th

of February, 2022. It was a truly
mouthwatering event enticing the

tastebuds of all viewers.
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Health is the greatest gift!Health is the greatest gift!Health is the greatest gift!
RCIS-K conducted vaccination camps for the students of Grades IX - XII in the fight against COVID.

Many students benefitted from the drive that was initiated by the school management.

Home Away from Home



The beauty of country folk music in the Western genre was experienced by the students of Classes VI, VII,
and VIII on 19th February 2022 in the form of Solo Singing Competition. Dressed to kill in the attire of

cowboys and girls, the vibrant performers took us back in time to sway our bodies and enjoy the
flamboyance of country music. Spellbinding and soulful singing marked the day that was a celebration of

music. 

Westernese Carnival

Music enchants our heart, soul, and
emotions. RCIS-K students of Classes

IV and V embarked on a musical
journey with the beats of  melodious

regional songs that pulled the
heartstrings of the audience. The

sublime beauty of music
reverberated in the heart beats of the

performers as well as the charmed
listeners long after the performances
for Solo Singing Competition held on

19th February 2022.  
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Echoing Beats


